Dear shareholders,
with a net profit of 85.6 million Euro, of which more than 51
attributable to the parent company Tamburi Investment Partners
S.p.A., 2016 has been a truly exceptional year for TIP Group, the
best in our history.
Despite the general feeling that the crisis have not been
overcome, additional difficulties in the recovery, with a +1% of
effective Italian GDP growth that does not satisfy anyone, TIP
and the main investee companies have completed another very
successful year.
As at March 24, 2017 the five years total return  for TIP
shareholders has been +222.7%, equal to an average yearly
return of 44.5%; the usual graph that compares TIP to the other
indexes:
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The quality of the investments, the performance of the group
and the perspectives of growth are apparently giving to TIP
shareholders good satisfactions.


TIP stock performance, dividend distribution and freely distributed warrant 2015 2020 performance
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2016 INVESTMENTS AND DIVESTMENTS
In 2016, including the equity component of the clubdeals , TIP
has finalized additional investments for 191 million Euro,
following the 175 of 2015 and 279 of 2014, for a total of 645
million Euro in the last three years.
The investment in Furla, the increase in Hugo Boss, Interpump and
Talent Garden among TIP transactions, but also the investment
in Beta Utensili and the significant increase in the Guzzini group
through TIPO were the most relevant transactions.
2016 was also a year with two important divestments: BOLZONI,
after many years of development and rationalization with our
constant assistance, has accepted an offer from the world’s
second

largest

producer

of

lift

trucks,

allowing

all

shareholders to benefit from a good premium over the market
prices, due to the really strategic interest of the buyer.
With the business combination between NOEMALIFE and DEDALUS
it has been created the leading European software provider for
health care. TIP invested in Noema during the IPO, then has
increased its position subscribing and sometimes even granting
capital

increases,

as

well

as

facilitating

the

change

in

management and providing support - not just financial - almost
on a daily basis.
2016 has been strongly characterized by the allocation to
shareholders of MONCLER shares after the release from
Ruffini Partecipazioni. TIP four years ago, i.e. before Moncler
IPO, established Clubsette, company in which TIP stake was
52.5%, in order to buy – together with other six family offices –
a 14% stake of Ruffini Partecipazioni that in turn held more than
30% of Moncler. The initial agreement foresaw the attribution
of Moncler shares to Clubsette shareholders after a three
years period. This transaction has generated a consolidated
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capital gain of 78 million Euro; the book value of Moncler for
TIP is now 15.66 Euro per share.
Today’s main investment portfolio:
Listed
companies
Listed
companies

~100 million Euro

~50 million Euro

Private companies

~10 million Euro

~40 million Euro

~10 million Euro

~120 million Euro

(vendor loan)

~100 million Euro
initial investment

~20 million Euro

~60 million Euro

15 million Euro
(+15 in IPO)

8 million Euro

~30 million Euro

(debt instrument)*

550 million Euro

~ 550 million Euro

~ 130 million Euro

~ 235 million Euro

~8 million Euro

~25 million Euro
initial investment
Note: listed companies are valued at consensus (March 24, 2017)
*Provided to management investment vehicle

advisory

~200 million Euro

~75 million Euro
in. inv. + GH

Listed on Nasdaq

As usual we have updated the comparison between analyst
consensus value and mid term intrinsic value estimates  of TIP
assets and if one year ago the consensus was 660 million Euro
with an intrinsic value of 835, now are respectively 783 million
and 960 million, with an increase of more than 100 million Euro
for both; in respect of this portfolio the indebtedness is almost
entirely bullet, in the medium term, and of about 170 million. The
following charts report the industry composition and the
“seniority” of the investments.

 it includes the analytical valuations of each investment estimated by TIP considering
mid – long term perspective of the companies
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Mid term intrinsic value of TIP assets
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shares, other
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~ 960
Since 2014
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Technology
27%

Since 2010
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Since 2011
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Some more specific mention on investee companie s (as at March
24, 2017):
AMPLIFON (+41.3% since the beginning of 2016) has had another
year of excellent performance at every level i.e. growth,
profitability and market share, the company has improved its
results and , with revenues that reached 1,133 million Euro and
an Ebitda that exceeds 190 million Euro, the group has reported
a new record year.
BE (+109.7% since the beginning of 2016) continues its growth in
revenues and margins. Three years plan is very ambitious and also
M&A deals continued. Only in the last weeks two acquisitions
have been announced, one in Germany and one in Spain, as a
further demonstration of the strong dynamism of the company.
2016 figures, with revenues of 137 million Euro and an Ebitda
adjusted of over 18 million Euro, confirm that the company is
still improving its record, at every level.
INTERPUMP (+60.6% since the beginning of 2016) increased in
profitability more than in revenues, reaching levels of absolute
excellence for the industry, but more than anything else it has
consolidated and integrated very well the recent acquisitions
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and now is even more ready to absorb acquisitions of increased
size. Few weeks ago a very important acquisition in Spain has been
finalized. With revenues of 923 million Euro and Ebitda of 198.5
million Euro, 2016 was another record year. Few days ago IPG
Holding – Interpump parent company of which TIP owns a
33.719%

stake

–

acquired

additional

2

million

shares of

Interpump Group S.p.A., as a further demonstration of the
interest that Montipò family and TIP have in the group.
Moncler (+64.9% since the beginning of 2016) impresses once
again as it keeps growing, with Italy and Europe that – despite
increasing sales – fell slightly in terms of weight, leaving room
to the considerable potentials of other continents , but above
all for maintaining the already high levels of pr ofitability. Since
TIP invested in the group, Ebitda more than doubled, debt sharply
fell and today its evaluation in relative terms remains among the
most conservative in the luxury segment. Probably the stock
market keeps pricing that soon the second largest shareholder
will sell its stake. With revenues of 1.040 million Euro and
Ebitda adjusted of 355 million Euro, 2016 was – also in this case
– another record year.
PRYSMIAN (+28.8% since the beginning of 2016) given the size of
the group in absolute terms – revenues exceeded 7.5 billion
Euro – obviously it can not show growth rates similar to those
of smaller companies, but nonetheless it reported, with Ebitda
adjusted of 711 million Euro (+14%), a record year. At industrial
level, the rationalization of facilities, now decreased to 82, is
still

in

progress

and

at

technological

level,

among

the

innovations, in recent days has announced it produced, first in
the world, a wire with 1,728 fibers, installed by the provider
Superloop.
HUGO BOSS (-3.4% since the beginning of 2016) is the greatest
disappointment of the period, although we are very pleased to
have increased our stake at prices much lower than the current
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ones. In recent days the company announced – for fiscal year
2016 – a slight decrease in the top line and a more marked
decrease in profitability, even though with Ebitda adjusted just
below 500 million Euro. During the last two years the aspect
that strikes the most is the disastrous and largely unexplained
stock performance. Top management seems to continue to prefer
cautious communications to realistic ones, even if quarterly
figures

are

better

than

what

official

communications

let

suppose. In any case, dividends received have given, and will give,
a very good yield, unique in the industry.
AZIMUT BENETTI continued its strategy of models renewal and
has ended the year with an increase in the value of production
and a good increase at Ebitda level. In the last months numerous
initiatives

have

been

taken

in

order

to

strengthen

top

management, commercial penetration, strategic and operational
marketing. The industry confirms to be in a recovery phase and
the group is in good position to take advantage of it.
EATALY in 2016 opened a large new store in New York, after
More than a year of delays due to external factors, then one in
Boston and a one in Copenhagen, after the openings in São Paulo
in Brazil and Munich occurred in 2015. In January 2017 a store
was opened in Trieste. Revenues reached almost 400 million
Euro, although profitability - because of the significant "one
off" and development costs - is still not what was expected to
be. The strengthening of top management continued and now
should have been completed. 2017 is expected to be a year of
strong growth.
FCA and FERRARI - as in previous years, a special mention goes to
investments in FCA and Ferrari, that proved to be excellent
transactions and gave additional satisfaction, given that are
companies with which TIP has neither relationships nor roles
similar to those it has with the main investee companies. The
purchase of FCA shares and bonds were initially a temporary use
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of liquidity but then, with the opportunity to underwrite the
7.875% 2014-2016 FCA mandatory convertible bond and with
Ferrari IPO, we have asked, given our beliefs, to underwrite
significant

amounts

of

the

related

public

offerings,

subsequently also increased with purchases on the market.
Over time, the total amount invested in FCA and Ferrari ranged
from about 50 and 100 million Euro; at the end of March 2017
TIP accumulated gross profits, regardless of accounting period
and principles, exceeding 30 million Euro in total.
FURLA in 2016 reported a turnover increase of 24.5%, reaching
420 million Euro, Ebitda increased to about 60 million Euro,
products are now present in over 1,200 stores, in 100 countries
and management transition is proceeding very successfully.
OCTO TELEMATICS, company participated by TIP through the
underwriting of debt instruments provided to the management
investment vehicle, registered also in 2016 an outstanding
growth both in terms of revenues and profitability, but more
than anything else it strengthened its worldwide leadership in
telematics services for the insurance market. The IPO process
continues.
ROCHE BOBOIS delivered once again a strong performance and
even though is suffering the difficult situation of durable
goods expenditures in France, where the group is present with
about 150 stores out of the total 317, recovers and exceeds
with the sales in the rest of the world and has ended 2016 with
aggregated revenues of 550 million Euro, 255 million Euro at
consolidated level and Ebitda of about 27 million Euro – almost
doubling the one registered when TXR – TIP subsidiary that owns
the stake – invested in Roche Bobois.
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Among the less relevant investments it should be mentioned the
vendor loan Dedalus 9%, maturing in 2018, underwritten at the
time of the sale of NOEMALIFE, for over 9 million Euro.
TIPO - TIP Pre-IPO
Among

the

companies

participated

by

TIPO,

both

IGUZZINI

(revenues of 232 million Euro and Ebitda of 29 million Euro in
2016) and BETA UTENSILI (revenues of 130 million Euro and
Ebitda of 25 million Euro in 2016) proceed their development
paths with good revenue, margins and cash generation increases,
despite having absorbed significant accounting effects related
to some currencies devaluation.
AAA - Advanced Accelerator Applications - continues to have a
sound performance on Nasdaq (+143.7% since IPO) but rather to
get satisfaction from its product portfolio and, in the year, it
has also finalized with great success a capital increase aimed at
increasing the free float and at providing more financial
resources in order to complete the investments cycle at a
faster rate than previously expected.
The most relevant deal for TIPO relates the further investment
in Guzzini group through the parent Company FIMAG; in order to
realize such investment was established - together with some
members of Guzzini family - a new holding company and the initial
contribution of TIPO, more than 6 million Euro, was carried out
without obtaining capital from the shareholders but through
part of the proceeds coming from the sales of AAA shares. The
final payments to complete the acquisition are expected by next
summer.
ASSET ITALIA
The most significant event of the year was undoubtedly the
launch of the Asset Italia project.
Raising a commitment - in addition to the approximately 2 billion
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Euro already invested directly and / or through club deals - of
additional 550 million euro, was for the TIP team on the one
hand a great satisfaction and, on the other, the possibility to
build an innovative platform, not only from the corporate
structure point of view, but also, to realize other significant
transactions, without having – every time – any need to find new
investors.
In

the

recent

days

Asset

Italy

signed

an

agreement

for

investment in ALPITOUR group (revenues of 1.1 billion Euro and
Ebitda of 36 million in 2016) through a reserved capital increase
of about 120 million Euro (of which about 37 contributed by TIP)
that

will

be

allocated

to

fund

further

acquisitions

and

investments.
Alpitour is the tourism leader in Italy with a significant presence
in the tour operating (off-line and on-line), aviation with Neos,
hospitality, travel agencies and incoming.
PRICES & VALUES
A topic discussed since many years in the world of finance and
economy in general is related to the price levels of the
companies and the related valuations, whether theoretical, on
the stock markets, and / or on “mergers and acquisitions”
transactions.
Those like us, who work directly as investors and often have the
responsibility to propose transactions to third parties, can’t
fail to pay enormous attention on those aspects. It is well
known to anyone as in recent years the company prices and stock
market indices of almost all the world’s stock exchanges
strongly increased, with a strong acceleration in the last
months.
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This has brought the TIP team in a position to evaluate more
carefully

and

analytically

every

aspect

also

indirectly

connected to corporate valuations.
After almost two years of work we published a volume: PRICES &

VALUES – today and tomorrow – enterprise value in the digital
age – the stock market, Private Equity, M&A, premiums, discounts,
errors and prospects , trying to crystallize in an essay, as
complete as possible, all the issues related to values and prices
of the companies, listed or not, at an international level.
The conclusions of this work are that prices of the companies
unlikely will drop significantly and continuously, at least in a
time period identified in the next two years. This for reasons
mainly related to the constantly increasing monetary masses
due to easing policies adopted by many central banks of the main
countries, to the amount of bond issues at very low interest
rates, sometimes even negative, to the progressive desire of
every type of investor to get closer to the real economy and,
more generally, to the willingness to have tools able to defend
themselves in the best way from the dynamic - digital and not - of
the development of the economies in a period of time when
inflation in most industrialized countries has been lowering.
As happened years ago with the publication of Asset Italia, we
have the impression that these considerations are having a good
response, also abroad.
2017
A year ago, on the occasion of the shareholders letter, we
commented

the

bad

performance

of stock

markets

in the

beginning of the year inviting, as usual, to reflect on the
essential, fundamental, aspects of the companies and to maintain
anyway a positive orientation.
The following months demonstrated that investing in healthy
companies, sooner or later, the results are about to come.
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Today we would like to reiterate once again the same concept,
regardless the level reached by the stock prices.
For this reason in 2017 we will continue to invest both in new
projects and - where deemed to be interesting in terms of “addon” acquisitions - in portfolio companies.
At the same time we will evaluate if take advantage of the levels
reached by valuations to possibly lower the risk profile with
some partial lightening, in a diversification view, especially on
transactions that have reached, in relative terms, a particularly
relevant size. In this respect it has to be underlined the disposal
on the market, in January 2017, of less than a third of the
position that the investee company Clubtre had in Prysmian, with
a capital gain attributable to TIP of about twenty million Euro;
two-thirds of the remaining shares have an implicit negative book
cost.
Few days ago it was published that a panel (Business Roundtable
CEO Economic Outlook) of 141 CEOs of the main American
companies

expressed

the

most

positive

feelings

on

the

development of the economy since 2009, with an index increase
of over 19% (out of 100), compared to the previous survey,
supposing also that the 2017 United States GDP growth will be
higher than expected in December 2016.
Even the first months of 2016 were very encouraging in terms of
backlog and revenues forecast, then the year has slowed,
especially in Europe. Some of the companies in which TIP has
invested are currently providing positive signals and almost all
the

budgets

for

2017

seem

to

be

in

further

growth.

Consequently, considering the feelings that come from abroad
and what we are objectively detecting, we might assume a 2017
financial year that - at least in certain sectors – could further
improve 2016 results, but it is certainly too early to draw any
real conclusion.
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INNOVATION
During 2016 and the first months of 2017 we have significantly
increased - not in terms of absolute amounts, but certainly as a
level of attention - our presence in DIGITAL MAGICS - the main
incubator for start ups in Italy - and in TALENT GARDEN (TAG) the most important co-working initiative in Europe.
These investee companies, leaders in the innovation and in the
digital

area,

allow

TIP

and

its

network

to

monitor

and

participate where possible, with even greater determination, to
the changes that are characterizing the economy.
Specifically DIGITAL MAGICS continued to aggregate realities in
the sector in order to position itself more and more like “the
Italian reference point” for the start-ups - with special attention
to the digital area - and in recent days has successfully
completed a further capital increase to collect new resources
and to continue with its policy of consolidation of the best
domestic players.
Also TAG has recently completed a significant capital increase,
to support new development initiatives, with the participation –
together with TIP – of many family offices of TIP network.
In 2016 TIP has strengthened the interaction between these
companies,

certain

investee

companies

and

some

groups

controlled by TIP’s shareholders, in that way intensifying the
role of “innovation transmission belt” within the network.
Thanks to those initiatives, but also through others under
discussion, TIP wants to gradually increase the overall weight
of its commitments on the world of innovation, the evolution
towards the digital 4.0 economy since there is no doubt that an
essential component of the value added that TIP can generate in
the future for its stakeholders will depend on the ability to
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better understand these phenomena, leaving aside the short-term
monetary returns.
In this context also the size and the capabilities of TIP can
contribute to the development of a segment in which finance , in
Italy, has always been particularly weak.
TEAM
Even in 2016 all our achievement have been possible thanks to
the great team of people working for TIP group, including our
board of directors, and to all of them the deepest and
strongest gratitude, also on behalf of the shareholders, is
addressed.
The current structure, compared to the past, has positively
evolved, has grown and is also enhanced in terms of quality to
meet the growing challenges that we have established, in order
to always maintain the highest levels of cohesion, mutual
respect and technical competence of each of the components of
our fantastic team.
CONCLUSIONS
As it appears from the previous pages 2016 has been a very
exciting year, really interesting and rich of great satisfactions.
At the end of such periods, a question of how to face the future
arises, both next and less imminent, and always keeping very high
challenges. Today it is not easy at all to find the courage to
continue investing with the increasingly gloomy environment
around us, with the current international geopolitical situation,
with the threaten of the terrorism, with the political, social and
economic context of our country, but also with the increasingly
unpredictable dynamics of the consumptions, of the investments
and all this with company prices to levels that no one would
have never even assumed to be possible, in the past.
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A

year

ago

we

wrote

similar

things,

and

even

before.

Subsequently not only we found such a courage, but the best
aspect is that we already see, within the performances of many
companies, the positive effects of such a determination.
We weighted every single word when we wrote the pages of
PRICES & VALUES on the permanence in the future of the
current levels of multiples and even more when we examined in
depth the discount of the European companies compared to
those in other continents as well as when – producing dozens
of comparisons – we dealt with the “Italy discount”.
Now, few months later (the volume went to press in early
November) a partial reduction in the level of discounts on
certain companies seem to have already been completed, almost
all the companies analyzed had good and sometimes excellent
performance, although it is obviously too early to pull the
strings of an argument so complex and subject to many
different

variables.

The

STAR

index

of

the

Italian

Stock

Exchange (and also the listing of TIP, being now a relevant
investor in this specific segment), has reached peaks that could
be considered too high. But carrying out a real in-depth analysis
a wise investor would note that the gap that for too long inexplicably – has characterized the prices of Italian companies,
has not yet been recovered.
TIP believes to have correctly interpreted - at least until now these criteria and to have positioned itself as an investor who
tries to look beyond the simple parameter or comparisons (never
perfectly homogeneous), especially never conditioned by the
pessimism and that skepticism too often stuffing every type of
reasoning, also on corporate valuations.
Based on the above, TIP will continue to analyze carefully and
with a positive attitude all the opportunities; we are convinced
that the real returns on investment, even more now with
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issuance of trillion of bonds at negative rates and the immense
mass - and “false” - money that floods the markets, only healthy
companies, the real economy and really good entrepreneurs will
be able to generate real and solid value for its shareholders.
In this context we still do not believe in automatic nor
thaumaturgic effects - in one direction or another - of Trump or
Brexit, referenda or elections, wherever in the world; let’s
leave such statements to the media and even more to the
superficiality of social networks and let us consider that - by
empirical

observations,

but

really

detached

and

mainly

technical, on economies, companies and markets - the effects of
pure politics are partial and indirect, if any. We prefer to
continue studying, as rigorously as possible, market shares and
balance sheets, competitive positioning and differential capacity
of innovation, but rather the individual, specific capacity to be
entrepreneurs in the deepest sense of the term.
We made - like everybody - mistakes and we will continue; indeed,
with the increase in the size of TIP and related vehicles, the
probability of committing mistakes can increase. However, in
addition to the enthusiasm already mentioned, the desire to
continue to have interests aligned with those of shareholders,
together with our constant, daily determination and attention in
trying to do our job properly, should help us to limit them. And
to continue to give you nice satisfactions.

Giovanni Tamburi

Milan, March 28 th , 2017
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